
Reduce fraud rate Increase the number 
of customers 

Provide effective, 
low friction remote 
onboarding 

Enable the creation 
of differentiators & 
trade secrets 

Improve top and  
bottom line

Unlock the possibilities of  
adaptive authentication. 

Improve Identity 
Verification and  
Authentication 

Processes

Reduce Fraud and 
Identity Theft

Enhance Customer 
Experience & Increase 

Customer Base  
& Retention

Protect Overall 
 Business

(e.g., fraud reduction 
without added friction; 

access control)

Manage costs &  
become more  
competitive

(e.g., optimize processes 
& headcount)

External Impact (Customers)

Authentication Reimagined
The authentication company gets you to market faster 
with revolutionary authentication, validation and 
security--on demand.

In our connected world, security is absolutely critical. Until AwareID, onboarding and 
security solutions have been time-consuming, expensive, confusing--or all three.  
As a leader in adaptive authentication, we’re revolutionizing the way companies face 
everyday business problems. AwareID is the only authentication platform of its  
kind in the marketplace, and we’re helping businesses reduce costs and time 
while keeping their enterprise and people secure.

WHY STOP AT ONBOARDING? AWAREID COMBINES AUTOMATION WITH
TRUST SO YOU CAN CONTINUOUSLY AUTHENTICATE WHILE INCREASING 
EFFICIENCY AND LOWERING COSTS. 

AwareID’s cloud-based platform provides a functional offering from the start  
so your company gets to market faster and stays on the cutting-edge of  
adaptive authentication as it grows. In fact, AwareID onboards identities  
4x faster and reduces 50% of the costs. Our best-in-class  
platform offers intuitive tools and unique solutions you  
won’t find anywhere else.

Welcome to the future of authentication. Welcome to AwareID™.

TM

Authentication solutions that secure your enterprise.

Internal Impact (Workforce)

Overall Impact (Shareholders)

Onboard Employees

of authentication costs
4X Faster Reduce 50%+



Applications

Onboarding/ 
Enrollment
Enroll individuals into an  
opt-in database through a  
convenient, easy-to-use  
mobile offering that can  
be accessed directly from  
a smartphone. Provide 
unmatched convenience  
for users without  
sacrificing security.

Verification/ 
Authentication
Verify the identity of an  
individual by comparing  
their biometric data with data  
captured during enrollment. 
Match a user-taken selfie 
image taken with a smart-
phone to the enrollment image 
already on file to verify and 
authenticate the individual.

Physical 
Access Control
Manage who has access to any 
physical location demanding 
a controlled, trackable and 
accountable entry/exit system. 
Available for time and atten-
dance, visitor management, 
and comprehensive access 
control applications.

Digital  
Access Control
Control and provide access to 
highly senstive digital assets 
in a convenient, easy-to-use 
framework.

A leading authentication provider for more than 25 years

Dr. Mohamed Lazzouni
Chief Technology Officer

With AwareID you don’t have to compromise the user experience in order to 
protect security and privacy. We’re leveraging our 20+ years of implementation 
expertise and converging machine learning, artificial intelligence and 
biometrics to provide a next-generation authentication platform that aligns 
with the needs of organizations and protects identities against newly-emerging 
attack vectors. The platform’s scalability and open environment allow it to 
continue to adapt to enterprise needs and the changing security landscape, 
giving our customers an edge they can’t find anywhere else.

AwareID leverages decades of biometric expertise and know-how from a trusted industry leader. 
Featuring proven authentication technology already relied upon by governments and countries around 
the world, AwareID’s turnkey adaptive authentication is flexible, easy to implement and designed to  
meet your needs. As the authentication company, Aware is leading the convergence of identity, 
biometrics, AI and cybersecurity via an adaptive competitive methodology which senses and responds 
to changing market needs from emerging or unexpected new challenges.

20+
Countries

100+
Commercial Leaders

20+
Industry Partners

80+
Government Agencies

TRUSTED BY:

CUTTING EDGE AWARD WINNING COMPLIANT

84
Patents



AwareID: WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
When you onboard a new employee with AwareID--on-site or remotely--you streamline more than just the 
hiring and authentication process. Our powerful solutions go far beyond standard eSignatures, instead offering 
groundbreaking biometrics that enable you to do everything more quickly and more securely. From systems access 
to timekeeping, AwareID is transforming the future of authentication and changing the way you do business.

AwareID: ACCESS CONTROL
Keeping physical and digital environments safe and secure has never been more important than it is today. From 
an employer, employee, or public perspective, the demand for top-level security begins and ends with undeniable 
authentication at every point of entry and exit. AwareID provides a controlled, trackable, and accountable system, 
supported by next-generation adaptive authentication. You won’t find anything else like it in the industry.

AwareID: FINANCIAL SERVICES
AwareID provides a superior form of security in financial transactions and digital banking where fraud, theft, and 
unauthorized verification is prevalent and problematic. AwareID uses next-generation adaptable authentication 
to create security where it is vital--opening an account, making a transaction at an ATM, or using mobile or online 
banking as examples--while at the same time making it a desired frictionless experience for clients and customers. 
The only platform of its kind on the market, AwareID offers a far better alternative to traditional PIN and password 
methods because of its undeniable security and simplicity.

AwareID: EVERYWHERE

AwareID’s adaptive authentication capability doesn’t stop with HR, Access Control and Financial Services. 
Everywhere you need a superior, frictionless security solution to onboard and authenticate individuals our 
platform can help. Whether you’re looking for functional from the start or the ability to configure to your exact 
specifications, unlock the possibilities with AwareID. 

A new way of thinking. A better way of working.

CUSTOMIZED FOR YOU
Built-in work modes allow  

you to customize AwareID™  
to your specific needs.

ALWAYS-ON MONITORING
AwareID™ monitors and alerts 

to changes, upgrades, and 
platform stability.

TM

INSTANT ACCOUNTABILITY
Real-time insights let you 

react instantly to problems  
or concerns.

CONTINUAL SUPPORT
AwareID™ provides high-level 

support and service  
throughout its lifetime.

INTUITIVE ENGAGEMENT
AwareID™ thinks like you do, 

making it easier to use 
and implement.

BREAKTHROUGH 
SECURITY TECHNOLOGY

Proprietary encryption and  
redundancy ensure security and 

privacy of the highest level.



Interested in learning more about AwareID?  
Ask your Aware sales representative for a personalized demo.

781.687.0300   |    sales@aware.com   |   www.aware.com
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Aware is a leading global provider of software products and solutions for biometric identification and authentication. They are used for variety of applications including financial 

services, enterprise security, border management, and law enforcement. Aware is a publicly held company (NASDAQ: AWRE) based in Burlington, Massachusetts.

Supports multi-modal biometrics

Use one or more biometric modalities in series for multi-factor 
authentication, or fused for a higher confidence score.

Face Voice Iris Fingerprint

Connect to: 

IAM

CIAM

Network Report
Device Data

Federated Identity Check
Face Authentication

Face Enrollment
Face Liveness

Optical Document
Electronic Document

Document Face Match
AML Check

Sanctions Screening
Criminal Check

Address Check (eKYC)
Credit Check

Voice Enrollment
Voice Liveness

Voice Authentication

Edit, Correct or 
Add Data

eKYC Challenge

I-9

W-4

eVerify

Document OCR and MRZ Data
Document ICAO Data

Face Match with 
Document Score

Face Liveness Score
Voice Liveness Score

Face Authentication P/F
Face Enrollment P/F
Voice Enrollment P/F

Transaction ID
Session ID

Network Report
Document Validation Results

Miracl PIN verification
User KYC Results (Address 

verification)
Federated Identity P/F

Biometric Data
AML Results

Sanctions Screening Results
Criminal Check Results

Credit Check Results
Completed Forms

User Inputs

Email/QR Code/Username

Selfie

Document Scan

Processes

User Feedback

Outputs to Customer

Open ID Connect

Voice Phrase

AwareID is preconfigured from the below capabilities to meet the needs of 
 your specific use case, removing costly guesswork and confusion.

How AwareID works:

Receive enrollment materials and details 
necessary for future authentication.

Receive authentication score 
per your thresholds.

+ Confirmation includes packaged information 
 necessary to perform additional reports  

(e.g., Background Checks, AML Checks, eVerify, Etc.)

* OR: authorize a transaction, authorize access,  
clock in/out for timekeeping, etc.

ONBOARDING AUTHENTICATION

Fill out  
form.

Take 
selfie.

Speak  
phrase.

AwareID  
confirms identity.+

Capture  
ID.

A
nd

/O
r

Load 
app.

Capture 
face.

Speak 
phrase.

Access 
account.*

A
nd

/O
r


